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Abstract—We constantly integrate our knowledge and understanding of the world to enhance our interpretation of what
we see. This ability is crucial in application domains which
entail reasoning about multiple entities and concepts, such as
AI-augmented surgery. In this paper, we propose a novel way
of integrating conceptual knowledge into temporal analysis tasks
via temporal concept graph networks. In the proposed networks,
a global knowledge graph is incorporated into the temporal
analysis of surgical instances, learning the meaning of concepts
and relations as they apply to the data. We demonstrate our
results in surgical video data for tasks such as verification of
critical view of safety, as well as estimation of Parkland grading
scale. The results show that our method improves recognition
and detection of complex benchmarks as well as enables other
analytic applications of interest.
Index Terms—laparoscopic cholecystectomy, graph neural networks, surgical video understanding, minimally invasive surgery,
AI augmented surgery

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many temporal analysis and prediction tasks, people
leverage their conceptual understanding to make informed estimates [15], [58]. Specifically, when reasoning about surgical
workflow, surgeons leverage previously internalized concepts
and understandings of the procedure and anatomy to support
their decision making, foresee future operative steps, and
comprehend the overall progress of the procedure. In this
paper, we focus on modeling different elements in surgery as
concepts and try to analyze the interaction/relation between
them. Examples for such underlying concepts include surgical
safety notions, such as the critical view of safety, and clinical
variables, like the Parkland Grading Scale for Gallbladder
Inflammation, among other entities [7], [42]. Correctly modelling the temporal evolution of different concepts and the
relations of their underlying components is critical to the
analysis of the surgery.
Computational analyses of surgical video data, however,
often do not account for the concepts explicitly, but rather
focus on a specific task at hand (e.g. phase recognition or
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed model. The surgical process is modeled
as a spatial-temporal graph. Elements (e.g. individual operative notions) in
surgery are modeled as graph nodes (color points). The interactions of the
elements are modeled as graph hyperedges (black squares) and inferred via
message passing during video analysis.

tool segmentation). While achieving good results for specific
procedures and machine learning (ML) tasks, such approaches
do not easily generalize across ML tasks and do not lend
themselves to interpretation [34]. This limits the clinical value
as it fails to account for all interacting components of surgery,
which is especially important in comprehension of surgical
workflow as a whole. In addition, surgical decision making is
influenced by a large set of diverse concepts - unlike many
other fields to which machine learning is applied (e.g. image
classification [23], [32] or speech processing [12], [46]). Correctly modelling these concepts will offer a strong structural
prior for data-driven models and a foundation for machine
comprehension of the surgical workflow. The concepts should
be leveraged to enhance computational support in surgical
decision making to contribute to risk mitigation and reduce
morbidity and mortality of minimally invasive surgery.
Examples of how such concepts affect our understanding
of surgery are copious, in this paper we focus on a selection within laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Due to the highly
standardized procedural steps, its stable field of view, and
high performance numbers across the world, laparoscopic
cholecystectomy lends itself to machine learning purposes and
presents a benchmark in surgical AI. However, in order to
be applicable to a large variety of surgical procedures and
reveal their true risk mitigation potential, machine learning
models have to generalize and apply to various surgical notions
common to multiple operations at once. Hence we propose a
conceptual approach to surgical understanding and procedural
actions to account for diverse aspects of surgical workflow.
The conceptual surgical notions in place to relativize opera-
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tional risk as well as the required reasoning about complex
anatomical structures and thorough consideration of potential
consequences and complications resulting from surgical actions make laparoscopic cholecystectomy an ideal target procedure for surgical AI. An important safety measure unique to
this procedure is the so called ”critical view of safety” (CVS).
CVS is defined as the clear dissection and visualization of the
cystic duct and cystic artery, the clearing of the hepatocystic
triangle of tissue and exposure of the cystic plate [63] [55],
[56]. Besides that, the Parkland grading scale (PGS) provides
a perspective on degree of inflammation of the gallbladder
and severity of the underlying disease, upon initial inspection
[39]. The PGS involves assessment of degree of adhesions,
hyperemia, distension of the gallbladder, intraabdominal fluid,
liver abnormalities and necrosis or perforation of the gallbladder [38]. Higher PGS are associated with longer operative
times, higher complication rates and elevated morbidity and
mortality, making the PGS another highly clinically relevant
concept to assess during laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Both
of these concepts are defined and detected by a set of rules
that relate to a set of observable factors. Enabling machines
to comprehend surgical workflow and assess these relevant
concepts may significantly contribute to the application of machine learning and artificial intelligence in the operating room,
facilitating intraoperative decision making, risk mitigation as
well as holding great teaching potential for trainees.
In this work we propose a model that mimics structured
temporal reasoning capability, scaling in complexity as more
data becomes available. The model lends itself to straightforward partial supervision in training and explainability in the
resulting networks and their outputs. Our approach leverages a
knowledge hypergraph structure, suitable for learning, making
inferences and predicting different concepts in surgical video
streams as well as other types of temporal data and generalizable across surgical procedures, hence resulting in tremendous
clinical impact.
Contributions The contribution of the paper are:
•
•

•

We present a novel knowledge hypergraph approach for
temporal surgical data analysis.
We leverage this approach towards learning and prediction of surgical video data and reason about the different
operative notions contained in the data.
We demonstrate results on several important surgical
problems in surgical video understanding, including two
novel datasets for the problems investigated. Specifically,
we show how such an approach allows us to better
detect nominal safe as well as unsafe practices around
the critical view of safety [55], [56] and Parkland grading
scale [38]. Moreover, we provide an outlook into future
possibilities for AI augmented surgical decision support
and risk mitigation systems.
II. R ELATED WORKS

Our approach relates to several active fields of research. In
surgical computer vision, current efforts are focused on analysis of temporal comprehension of surgery, such as operative

phase recognition for laparoscopic and endoscopic surgeries
[2], [64], [67] or prediction of remaining duration of the
procedure [60], as well as spatial segmentation and detection
of important surgical entities such as tools and the related
actions [27], [28], [37], [45], [59]. In the proposed method,
we represent the various components of surgical notions as
the states of elements of a knowledge hypergraph estimated
over time, allowing us to incorporate all components of a
particular surgical conecept and hence account for comprehension of surgical workflow in a more holistic way. We
demonstrate effectiveness of our approach on laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, which has been frequently focused on in
surgical computer vision analysis of surgical workflow and
related applications. This is due to its high frequency, stable
field of view, procedural standardization and well described
conceptual notions such as CVS, as a safety measure for
prevention of accidental clipping of the common bile duct, and
PGS, as an objective estimation of gallbladder inflammation
allowing for inference on the severity of the disease. [2], [3],
[9], [26], [27], [40], [45], [59], [60].
Graph neural networks (GNNs) [4], [6], [53] extend graph
analysis by replacing operators on the graph’s edges and
nodes with their neural-network equivalents towards local
and global analysis. See [68] for surveys and general reference for different types of GNNs. GNNs have been recently
applied in many computer vision tasks, such as semantic
segmentation [8], [70] and action recognition [25], [33], [54].
Furthermore, graph structure has been used considerably for
describing scenes in video analysis [8], [35], [48], [66], [69]
and image segmentation work [49], [70]. However, the nodes
in these graphs are often describing either physical entities,
or hard-coded attributes that are tailored to the ML task
and algorithmic approach. Some approaches have been more
general, and yet they are often explicitly representing visible
entities in each image [11], [36], [51]. When reasoning about
multiagent behaviour, GNNs are extensively used to model
pairwise interactions [1], [43], [52], [62], with the majority
of the approaches connecting graphs at a few time points
due to the lengths of sequences involved. The modularity and
generality of graph neural networks has been advantageous
for representing complex relationships and inter-dependency
between objects in a variety of other applications [16], [30].
More broadly, graphical knowledge representation has been
extensively studied in both the knowledge representation literature [17], [44] and more recently in a growing community
centered around graph neural networks [4], [13], [19], [65],
[68], [71]. Most of the works in knowledge graphs involve
static information, and do not rely on sensor data streams,
or infer from and predict on the basis of these streams. Furthermore, the majority of knowledge graphs literature merely
utilizes pairwise node relations for each edge. While this
affords simple coding, and allows of multi-concept relations
via a set of pairwise edges and nodes [17], but in applications
with more complex structures containing hyper-edges, the
additional encoding complicates the representation and loses
the explainable structure.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed model. Surgery analysis is done by running various concept LSTMs in parallel to a visual encoders. The individual concept
models feed from per-concept tensors that capture concept semantics.

III. M ODEL
A. Problem Formulation - Structured Surgical Analysis
We define the problem of computational surgical analysis
as follows: given a video sequence It , t ∈ [1, T ], infer the
state of the surgery in terms of a set of N concepts that
pertain to the surgery at each time frame. In our case, {It }
are individual frames from the surgical video obtained by the
laparoscope. Concepts can include visible objects, or latent,
higher-level notions deduced from the surgery. Inferring their
latent state can be expressed as a set of emitted outputs about
each concept - for example, the visibility of a region in a
specific frame, or the understanding that a particular temporal
phase / operative step of the surgery is taking place at that
time. When surgeons reason about surgical procedures, they
frequently utilize their conceptual understanding about how
these various aspects relate to one another. Understanding
surgical workflow from a minimally invasive video can be
formulated as two complementary processes: (i) inferring
the state of relevant surgical concepts (ii) understanding the
relations between those concepts.

B. Surgical Graph Concept Networks
In this section, we define the surgical graph concept network. This graph neural network models interactions between
surgical concepts - for example the components of CVS being
individually achieved in a consecutive order and composing
the necessary safety measure as a whole. We use standardized
notation for the graph neural network, as we base our network
on hypergraphs [5]. A hypergraph is represented by
H = (V, E)

(1)

where V is the set of nodes and E is a set of hyperedges that
connect the nodes.
Unlike graph edges that capture binary relations, hyperedges
capture more general n-nary relations, and are able to connect
more than two elements, making it possible to directly model

the interactions between multiple elements in the surgery, and
do so efficiently [17], [19]. Similar to edges, hyperedges can
be directed or undirected, partitioning the set of participating
nodes in each edge into input and output nodes. We show
how this property lends itself to different network structures,
for different clinical applications, in sections IV,V.
Our model describes a knowledge graph [44] for application
in minimally invasive surgery, using a hypergraph structure
to capture conceptual surgical knowledge and the relations
between these concepts. It uses the graph to interpret and
predict surgical workflow on the basis of laparoscopic video
data. This approach models our understanding and prediction
of the temporal process (the surgical procedure), updating our
posterior beliefs about the entities and relations in the graph.
It is inspired by how surgeons interpret surgical video data
and use conceptual understanding to register, comprehend and
act upon what they observe during a surgery. The updates
are done by interleaving node-to-hyperedge and hyperedgeto-node message passing steps [4], [29] between frame update
steps. Our model forms a local-acting GNN inference, that is
encoding the graph state based on a temporal video input. We
extend the work of [4] into temporal inference by conditioning
the message passing operations between nodes, edges and the
graph upon encoding of per-frame inputs It .
The numerical components of the model are as follows:
Nodes Let N denote the number of concepts in a surgery. At
each time step t, a node on the surgical graph is represented by
a vector vnt ∈ Rdn . Example nodes include the achievement
of full dissection of the individual components of CVS, as
mentioned in the introductory section of this paper, such as
”cystic artery” and ”cystic plate”, or different phases of the
operation when looking at a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. We
use an LSTM module to propagate the state of each concept
over time. The input of the LSTM is derived from both input
encoders of the image frames, but also from the aggregation
of messages from edges.
Hyperedges Each hyperedge state is represented by vector
etk ∈ Rde . Example hyperedges can describe the relation
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between CVS and its components, or the definition of a PGS
as described by possible indications.
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where fe (· · · ), fv (· · · ) are an encoders of both the other
neighboring nodes and hyperedges, as well as the current
image. See Subsection III-D for a more detailed discussion,
and several architectures we have used. We use dropouts of
entire nodes and edges as we perform the message passing,
regularizing the network as often done in structured neural
networks, e.g. in [14], [24], [61].

Edge

Node

Fig. 3. Overview of the message passing within our model. Each circle
represents an LSTM. The message was passed from node-to-edge then edgeto-node. Each message passing step is condition on an encoding of the image.

•

(5)

where ut is the global concept vector, I t is the image at
time t, vnt and etk denote node and edge states. .. φV , φE
define edge-to-node, node-to-edge message passing updates,
and ρe→v ,ρv→e denote aggregation operators based on the
node inclusion in the hyperedges. Each concept node and
each hyperedge is represented by a LSTM temporal module
that encodes their current state. The temporal module fuses
incoming messages in addition to the current image encoder,

φV (ēi

Mean
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Our model consists of message passing iterations along with
input frames encoding. For each frame we compute an edge
update step:
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Global concept we connect message passing operators also
to a global LSTM, similar to [4]. This LSTM functions as
a global node in the knowledge graph and accounts for the
additional information about the current state of the current
of the surgery, beyond the specific concepts and relations.
During training, the global vectors are updated, in addition
to the model networks’ parameters, using backpropagation.

image

•

•

Undirected encoding – in this model, node updates and
edge updates are performed with each single network,
regardless of directionality of the node within the relation.
Directed encoders – in this model, node and edge updates
differ based on whether the node is an input node or an
output node in the relation.
Individual node encoders – in this model, for every node
at every edge there is a different node update and edge
update network.

In practice, the directed/undirected design of the graph depends on each specific task, which will be presented in Section
IV.
Algorithm 1 Temporal processing with concepts networks.
procedure G RAPH U PDATE(et , v t )
Update node aggregations using Equation 2. This includes global node updates.
Update edge updates using Equation 3.
Update edge aggregations using Equation 4.
Update node updates using Equation 5.
Generate emissions based on node and edge temporal
models.
end procedure

The algorithm is written as Algorithm 1. The concept
message passing forms a temporal graph neural network,
similar to those employed in multiagent trajectory prediction
algorithms [1].

D. Image Encoding

Directed graph networks Our model can incorporate both
directed and undirected hypergraphs. Directed hyperedges are
represented as (vin , vout ) [5] where vin , vout are the incoming
and outgoing nodes respectively. Directed edges allow us to
imply a chain of reasoning [31] or causal [47] assumptions
as we describe thought processes and neural inference [31].
Our model entails several ways to represent the input/output
directionality of nodes in relations.

Several architectures can be used for the image encoding
and message-passing functions fe , fv . A straightforward approach is to use convolutional and early fully-connected layers
of a classification network such as Resnet [23]. This is then
concatenated along with the global vector and the aggregated
neighbour nodes, to provide input to the each concept LSTM.
In doing so, our approach resembles a compound version
of a CNN-LSTM, which in the past has proven suitable for
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surgical analysis tasks [22], [59]. During training, a random
dropout of the image feature/aggregated neighbour vector is
applied, which forces the network to learn from the individual
modal of the information, either from the images feature or
the neighbour information.

Class
PGS
Adhesion
Distention
Hyperemic
Intra-hepatic
Necrotic

Labels
1,2,3,4,5
body, buried, majority, neck, none
distended, normal, shrivelled
yes, no
yes, no
yes, no
TABLE I
L ABELS INCLUDED IN THE PARKLAND S CALE 200 DATASET

E. Network Emissions and Annotations
The network is not limited to the demonstrated types of
emissions. Emissions may include various possible surgical
annotations: i) the existence of concepts with different temporal predicates (”Can the liverbed be seen in the image?”,
”Is there bleeding?”) ii) Spatial information about concepts
(”What is the position of a cystic duct within the image?”). iii)
Additional information about concepts (”What is the 6 DOF
pose of a clipping tool?”). Throughout this primary exploration
of the possible applications in surgery, we focus on temporal
annotations, indicating the presence of a particular of a concept
in the image, which illustrated that certain components of the
conecpt have been accomplished. The emission network for
each concept is one fully connected layer, which projects the
concept LSTM hidden state to the emission probabilities.
IV. M ODEL D ESIGN FOR C LINICAL P ROBLEMS

to gallbladder distension and anatomy, amount of adhesions,
hyperemia, necrosis and perforation [38], [39]. Previous work
has demonstrated strong correlation between higher PGS with
longer operative duration, higher conversion rates to open
surgery and more frequent complications, such as bleeding,
postoperative bile leakage and readmission [20], [57]. Different levels of PGS are defined in [38]. In our model, the factors
of the parkland scale are represented as nodes and the parkland
scale is a relation which connects the necessary components.

V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section we introduce the dataset, the detailed experimental settings, the evaluation metric, as well as the results
on each specific task.

In this section, we show the detailed graph design for each
clinical problem.
A. Dataset
A. Critical View of Safety
One clinical notion the model targets is the critical view
of safety (CVS) in laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The CVS
is defined as the clear dissection of several anatomic landmarks: the cystic duct, the cystic artery, the cystic plate and
hepatocystic triangle [18]. It is a systematic safety measure
designed to prevent misidentification of anatomic structures
and subsequent accidental injury of the common bile duct
and associated injury of the hepatic artery. Common bile
duct injury presents a major complication of laparoscopic
cholecystectomy and is associated with an immense increase
of morbidity and mortality rates [50]. Full achievement of
CVS can be challenging especially with increasing severity of
gallbladder pathology leading to major adhesions and fragility
of tissue. Specifically in cases, where CVS is hard to achieve,
automated recognition would augment surgical safety and
provide additional supervisory clues to the surgeon. Within
this concept model, the individual components of CVS are
modeled as nodes and the overall achievement of CVS is
defined as a relation.
B. Parkland Scale Recognition
The Parkland grading scale (PGS) provides information
about the degree of gallbladder inflammation upon initial
laparoscopic inspection in cholecystectomy. Among other intraoperative grading scales, it assesses gallbladder inflammation into 5 categories, with 5 being the worst, according

1) ParklandScale200: The ParklandScale200 dataset we
used contains videos of the initial inspection phase of 200 laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedures. This inspection phase
takes place immediately after port placement and serves as
an period of observation of the circumstances (e.g. general
anatomy, presence of pathological adhesions, degree of gallbladder inflammation). The inspection phase is followed by
retraction of the gallbladder fundus. [2]. Each inspection phase
within the dataset is 16 seconds long. The detailed labels of
the parkland scale and its components are shown in I, followed
by the definition in [38].
2) CVS100: A dataset of 100 laparoscopic cholecystectomy
procedures were collected. The dataset was then annotated by
clinical experts with regard to the critical view of the safety.
Within the dataset, in a total of 50 videos CVS was achieved
whereas in 50 videos CVS was not achieved. The videos were
down-sampled to 1fps. A total of 50 frames were extracted
and annotated prior to ’checkpoint 1’, directly before clipping
of the cystic duct and artery, which served as a cutoff label
as clipping of these structures demonstrated a ’point of no
return’ [2]. Labels included all components of CVS as defined
by the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic
Surgeons, including { cvs, cystic artery, cystic duct, two and
only two ductal structures leading to the gallbladder, cystic
plate being dissected and visibility of the liver between the
two ductal structures } [41], [55]. Videos are randomly split
into a 90/10 ratio for training and testing. 5 random splits were
used for the experiments.
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Fig. 4. The graph structures for different clinical problems. (a) CVS (b) PGS. Colored circle indicate the graph nodes and the squares indicates the graph
hyperedges.
Class
CVS
Cystic plate

Description
Per-frame labels
CVS is achieved
yes, no
Cystic plate is exposed
yes, no
Two and only two structures
yes, no
Two
are dissected and exposed
Cystic artery
Cystic artery is exposed
yes, no
Cystic duct
Cystic duct is exposed
yes, no
TABLE II
L ABELS INCLUDED IN THE CVS100 DATASET

B. Settings
1) Training Settings: Within the concept model, LSTM
dimension was set to 64 and LSTM sequence length to 8.
During training, the learning rate was 2×10−4 , and the model
was trained for 25, 20, 10 epochs for PGS, and CVS tasks
separately. The Cross-entropy loss was applied to all the three
problems.
2) Ordinal classification: Since the Parkland grading scale
is a discrete learning problem and the order is important, we
converted the rank estimation into an ordinal classification
problem [10]. That means we convert the onehot vectors to
ordinal vectors for classification (e.g. PGS = 3, onehot vector:
[0, 0, 1, 0, 0], ordinal vector: [1, 1, 1, 0, 0]). Performing ordinal
classification allows us to presume a better structure of the
PGS problem.

C. Evaluation Metric
We use different metrics to evaluate the performance of
the proposed model.
Accuracy The first metric is the accuracy for the multi-class
classification performance (e.g. PGS), which is defined as
(T P + T N )/(T P + T N + F P + F N ).
Balanced accuracy (BA) is often used to evaluate
the binary classifier and has proven especially
useful for imbalanced classes. It is defined as
BA = 0.5 × (T P/(T P + F N )) + 0.5 × (T N/(T N + F P )).
Average Distance (AD) In addition to accuracy, we also
use AD to measure the performance of the algorithm on the
PGS, which is the L1 distance between ground truth and the

estimation.

D. Parkland Scale
One application of the model we demonstrate is estimation
of PGS. The qualitative results can be found in Fig. 5.
All three example results in the figure demonstrate, that the
estimation of the graph activation 5(c) is close to the ground
truth 5(b). Notably, the proposed model is able to accurately
estimate all components of the PGS. By correctly estimating
the components, the model is also able to aggregate the node
information to get the correct estimation on the overall PGS.
The three examples show in Fig. 5 are three different stages of
gallbladder inflammation. (i) is a normal gallbladder of PGS 1,
with mere adhesion at the neck of the gallbladder and normal
degree of distention. (iii) shows a pathologically inflamed
gallbladder. The model accurately estimated the PGS to be 5 in
the latter, by correctly identifying major adhesions obstructing
the view of the gallbladder. We also observed that the model
accurately estimates presence of necrosis, which is always
associated with major inflammation. However, the structured
network incorrectly concludes that if PGS 5 is detected, then
necrosis should also be activated.
The quantitative results are also shown in Table III. We
compared the model with several existing baseline models.
CNN-LSTM uses a Resnet backbone, followed by a LSTM,
which is a simplified version of the ConceptNet by removing
the graph message passing. MTL and Tripnet are two
adaptations of [45], to address the PGS recognition task.
MTL uses the image as input, then provides the emission
for each component of PGS. An additional layer is used
fuse all the component probabilities together to infer the
overall PGS. In contrast to MTL, Tripnet projects all the
component probabilities into a joint feature space. PGS
scales then correspond to the different positions in the joint
space, as demonstrated by [38] (e.g. PGS 1 is represented by
the following in the joint space, adhesion: none, distention:
normal, hyperemic: no, intra-hepatic: no, necrotic: no ). In
contrast to these existing baseline models, the ConceptNet we
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Fig. 5. Example results on PGS200 dataset. (a) is the last frame of the sequence. (b) indicates the ground truth activations. (c) is the estimated graph activation.
different colors indicates different activation level.

propose achieved the highest classification average accuracy
of 54.6%, and the lowest average distance 0.58. Hence
our model demonstrates significantly better results in the
performed experiments.
Method
MTL
Tripnet
CNN-LSTM
ConceptNet (Ours)

Accuracy (↑) Average Distance (↓)
37.0 ± 17.2
1.21 ± 0.4
27.3 ± 4.5
1.35 ± 0.18
44.5 ± 12.8
0.72 ± 0.17
54.6 ± 21.3
0.58 ± 0.08
TABLE III
R ESULTS ON PGS200 DATASET. W E NOTE THE IMPROVEMENT IN
PERFORMANCE WHEN LEVERAGING TEMPORAL INFORMATION IN

CNN-LSTM, T EMPORAL MTL APPROACHES . O UR C ONCEPT N ET
FURTHER IMPROVES UPON SUCH APPROACHES BY LEVERAGING THE
PROBLEM ’ S REASONING STRUCTURE .

b) the annotated ground truth and c) the model’s estimation.
The activations of the nodes are illustrated in yellow. The
figure clearly illustrates accurate estimation despite partially
difficult view points and optic conditions. The annotation
labels address all individual components of CVS, which are
achieved in a temporally consecutive order. The quantitative
results are illustrated in Table IV. As shown in Table IV,
our approach achieves superior results to existing approaches
on CVS detection and labels that relate to its individual
components, and can leverage the additional supervision to
improve performance. The structure of the knowledge graph
allows for detection of other relevant points around the crucial
time point of clipping and cutting of the cystic duct and artery.
VI. C ONCLUSION

E. Critical View of Safety
In the following section we show the results of the proposed
model on inference of the CVS. During the temporal evolution
of the CVS, the proposed model can correctly estimate the
activation of each individual component as described in V-A.
In Fig. 6 we show a) various frames of laparoscopic cholecystectomy around the timepoint of CVS achievement as well as

We demonstrate a new framework for temporal analysis of
surgical video data. It is a general framework which affords
easy embedding of surgical concepts via structured network
and demonstrate superior results on several important surgical
applications. As the framework lends itself to a gradual
expansion of the knowledge graph, we intend to augment the
graph with additional applications and concepts, accounting
for various surgical safety notions, towards a bigger network
which may establish the computational collective surgical
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Fig. 6. Example results on CVS100 dataset. (a) is the last frame of the sequence. (b) indicates the ground truth activations. (c) is the estimated graph
activation. (i) and (ii) are two examples when CVS is partially achieved/ (iii) and (iv) are two examples when CVS is fully achieved.
Method
CVS
Cystic artery
Cystic Duct
Liver
Cystic Plate Two structures
MTL
52.3%
59.4%
55.7 %
50.8 %
48.6%
49.5%
Tripnet
50.1%
49.9%
49.9%
49.8%
50.2%
50.0%
55.3 %
CNN-LSTM
ConceptNet (Ours) 62.4 %
55.0 %
53.8 %
60.1 %
58.4 %
52.5 %
TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACCURACY FOR CVS100 DATASET. A S CAN BE SEEN , OUR APPROACH LEADS TO SUPERIOR RESULTS W. R . T EXISTING MULTITASK AND
STRUCTURED APPROACHES .

consciousness [21] and is generalizable across the different
surgical procedures.
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